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Voice Of Vietnam Commissions
Two New Transmitters

MOWNNMI.,

The EDXP (Electronic DX Press) reports that,

As part of a technical upgrading program, the Voice of Vietnam
recently commissioned two additional 100 kilowatt transmitters for its
External Service. These are situated at the Son Tay complex, about 30
kilometers west of the capital of Hanoi. As an outcome of the increased
transmitter capacity, there have been extensive rearrangements to the
External Service, with several new broadcasts now available. At cer-
tain times five transmitters are on the air simultaneously, carrying three
different services.

The two new transmitters operate on 7220 and 9550, in four
blocks: 1100 to 1330, 1500 to 1700, 2030 to 2230, and 0000 to
0100, including English 2030 to 2100, and 1600 to 1630.

There is a second site, used for External Services to Asia, at
Hanoi, in a western suburb. One 50 kilowatt transmitter is in use
on 7285, from 1030 to 1600, and 2200 to 0100. This transmit-
ter has English from 1100 to 1130 and 1500 to 1530.

CommercialRadio Australia Wants
To Fast -Track Digital Radio

A special news release from CommercialRadio Australia
recently reported,

Radio broadcasters have called on the Australian Government to
adopt a policy framework, in consultation with incumbent terrestrial
radio broadcasters, to fast -track the introduction of digital radio. The
policy calls for digital radio implementation to adopt Eureka 147 as
the digital technology for Australia, to be based on a full conversion
model with incumbent commercial and public broadcasters the first to
migrate, and a simulcast period of 20 years with periodic reviews to
assess the take up rate of digital radio receivers.

Trials in Sydney are progressing well, with the first phase success-
fully demonstrating that digital radio broadcasts can be transmitted
between two television stations on the VHF spectrum without causing
interference to the television broadcasts. The trial has also signed a
deal with Unique Interactive, the software division of British broad-
caster UBC Media, to supply dynamic scrolling text services.

The Sydney digital radio consortium has also announced that Colmar
Brunton, one of Australia's largest research consultancies, will pro-
vide strategic research services for the digital radio project. Colmar
Brunton will track awareness of, and attitudes to, digital radio using
its omnibus study, which covers 30,000 Australians each week. Colmar
Brunton will work with the Sydney radio consortium to develop key
questions to go out to its NSW panel in two separate waves over the
next 12-18 months.

This will help the industry to obtain quantitative data on awareness,
general receptivity to the new technology, barriers to usage and the
attractiveness of specific features such as scrolling news headlines and
song titles.

Japanese And Vietnamese Broadcasting
Agencies Sign Agreement

The Voice of Vietnam (VOV) and the Japan Broadcasting
Corporation (NHK) have signed a bilateral cooperation agree-

ment in Tokyo that calls for promoting cooperation in the broad-
casting industry, focusing on exchanging news, documents, and
staff and on collaborating in producing joint programs. The same
day, VOV inaugurated its bureau in Japan.

Moving Toward Better
Coordinated Public Warnings

More consistent and better coordinated public warnings will
save lives, protect property, and reduce fear, according to the
Partnership for Public Warning (PPW), a not -for-profit consor-
tium of public warning experts from industry and government.

PPW tells Pop'Comm,

An important step towards better public warning has just been taken
with the adoption of a digital Common Alerting Protocol-a standard
message format for public warnings-by the OASIS [Organization for
the Advancement of Structured Information Standards] Emergency
Management Technical Committee. Our nation's public warning capa-
bility relies upon a patchwork of warning systems that use different
terminology, inconsistent advisory scales, and a multiplicity of tech-
nologies. The result is that we are not reaching enough of the people
at risk in a timely and effective manner.

Craig Fugate, chair of the PPW and director of the Florida
Division of Emergency Management said, "We need to establish
interoperability among the different warning systems. The
Common Alerting Protocol is a major step in the right direction."

The Common Alerting Protocol (CAP) is a simple but gen-
eral format for exchanging all -hazard emergency alerts and pub-
lic warnings over all kinds of communication and information
networks. Using an open, non-proprietary digital message for-
mat for all types of alerts and notifications, CAP allows a con-
sistent warning message to be transmitted simultaneously over
many different warning systems.

CAP will increase the effectiveness of public warnings by
enhancing interoperability among different systems while sim-
plifying the warning process. CAP also reduces costs and oper-
ational complexity by eliminating the need for multiple custom
software interfaces to the many warning sources and dissemi-
nation systems involved in all -hazard warning.

The PPW has provided the leadership behind the development
of CAP and sponsored its consideration by the OASIS organiza-
tion. According to CAP Working Group Chairman Art Botterell,

Adoption of CAP as a standard is the culmination of several years
of work by many people. There is more to be done. In the days ahead,
the Partnership for Public Warning will be promoting the use of CAP
by the emergency management community. In addition, we also plan
to begin addressing some of the other standard needs-such as termi-
nology-facing the public warning community.

The PPW (www.ppw.us) is committed to saving lives and
property by improving the nation's public warning capability.
PPW's mission is to develop consensus on processes, standards,
and systems in order to ensure that people at risk from terror-
ism, accidents, and natural disasters receive the right informa-
tion at the right time so that they can take timely and appropri-
ate action to save lives, reduce loss, and speed recovery.
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